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Hello from Your on
n the Street Reporter. This evening I paid a call on the towns of Lewiston,
Idaho and Clarkston, Washington to attend a rock concert. They are located in the northern
north
parts
of these states, a two-hour
hour drive from Spokane, Washington and separated by the Snake River.
Figure 1 gives you an idea of their somewhat remote positions in relation to urban America.

Figure 1. Site of concert.

In view of the music to be presented at the concert, I was surprised when I learned about the
venue. The citizens in this part of America make their living on a huge inland-water
inland
shipping
facility.. Large cargo ships off-load
off
and on-load goods for transport throughout America and the
world.
In comparison to, say, Los Angeles or Phoenix this area (I’ll use the word Lewiston for shortshort
hand) did not seem to have the potential for a big fan base for any live concert---be
concert
it rock or
western. Or so I thought.
I discovered Lewiston had (I am writing in past tense, after the event took place) a loyal fan base
for rock and roll and for the star of this concert:
concert son Tommy Black. Oops.
Oo Sorry, my fatherly
bias got the best of me. The star for this evening was Scott Weiland.
W
Before we visit the concert itself, it will be helpful to explain that before Tommy introduced me
to Scott, I had never heard of the man,
man as I did not follow modern rock music. Being a creature
of habit, when I turned on the iPod, I selected 1960’s
1960 jazz or 1810’ss classical. I was not
completely illiterate of rock, but I stayed pretty much with my 1950’s heroes, such as Chuck
Berry and Fats Domino.
Yet I learned Mr. Wieland is a world-famous singer and musician. I Googled him and was
informed he was a “grunge rocker” who had been a member of the Stone Temple Pilots and the
Velvet Revolver.
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I knew little more from this information as I had no idea what a grunge rocker was or who these
bands were.
You can ask me what world did I inhabit? To each his own. You inhabit yours. I’ll inhabit mine.
Tommy inhabits his. My habitations were the Modern Jazz Quartet and Beethoven’s violin
concerto. Tommy’s were that of rock.
But we need not be enamored of a kind of music to appreciate the talent that goes behind its
creation. I cannot understand how a person can listen to Chopin’s etudes without being
transported to another world. I am certain people are of the same mind when they listen to Scott
Weiland.
Anyway, I Googled “grunge” and came up with this description1
Grunge (sometimes referred to as the Seattle sound) is a subgenre of alternative rock that emerged
during the mid-1980s in the American state of Washington, particularly in the Seattle area.
Inspired by hardcore punk, heavy metal, and indie rock, grunge is generally characterized by
heavily distorted electric guitars, contrasting song dynamics, and apathetic or angst-filled lyrics.
The grunge aesthetic is stripped-down compared to other forms of rock music, and many grunge
musicians were noted for their unkempt appearances and rejection of theatrics.

For this evening I found this definition of the music and musicians to be off-key, so to speak.
Granted, to these old ears, some of the music was not conventionally harmonious. But some was.
Even more, the musicians were just the opposite of unkempt. As well, Mr. Weiland did not reject
theatrics. He moved around the stage with grace and fluidity, showing none of the jerky and
sporadic motions from the Mick Jaggers of the rock world. Perhaps this band was giving grunge
a bad name.
To the Concert
Reporterette and I arrived early so that we could visit with Tommy. We noticed a number of
signs advertising the evening show, one shown in Figure 2(a). After getting past the female
groupies (our son had seemingly cast them aside in anticipation of parental presence) we spent a
couple hours with Tom, one scene is shown in Figure 2(b). It became time to put the pick to the
string so we left Tom and headed for the concert area. There, we found the crowd assembling, as
seen in Figure 2(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Setting the stage.

1

From Wikipedia. Key in “Grunge music.”
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I’ve attended a number of Tommy’s performances, all the way from Vancouver in Canada to
Washington, DC. If possible, I arrive early to watch the band’s ensemble being put together by
stage hands, sound experts, lighting specialists, and nervous producers. As a general practice, the
band (or bands, if there is more than one) will do a sound check before the performance. The
electronically dominated concerts of today require huge and complex audio systems, all of which
must be in sync with one another and the artists’ instruments. The speakers themselves are often
bigger than the nearby musician.
Most of the rock musicians wear ear plugs. When I first learned this fact, I thought the practice
was a bit contradictory. Why do a sound check if you have the sound muffled in the first place?
Tommy patiently explained to me that part of the appeal of rock concerts is the loudness
(volume) of the music. But the high volume still requires the many components (guitars, basses,
voices, etc.) be on-key. After all, what could be more unpleasant than listening to high decibel
off-pitched sharps and flats?
About the high volume of rock concert music, I wholeheartedly agree. Rock music is designed to
be intense, to arouse emotions in us that cannot be invoked by a Chopin piano piece. Rock
music’s loudness reinforces its intensity. I cannot imagine a low decibel rock concert. I would
not want to attend one. Even for this gray panther, the physical force of a live rock concert never
fails to stoke my adrenaline and raise my excitement.
After the stage has been set up, and a bewildering
network of cables have been plugged-in, some
musicians use this time to recheck the parts of this
Electronic Internet for which they are directly
responsible. I snapped the photo in Figure 3 as Tommy
was doing some last minute tuning. Notice the stage is
out-doors, and…hm, it’s still daylight. What kind of
rock band plays when the sun is up? It’s like Dracula
flying around the countryside at high noon.
Figure 3. Last minute tuning.

Also, before the concert begins, some of the musicians may set up specific tools of their own.
For example, if the music is new, some will carry abbreviated “sheet” music to clue them to
certain parts of a piece.
During this setup, I shouted, “Hey Tommy! Look, it’s your old man out here!” Not likely. If I
had done so, I might have been escorted out of the place, courtesy of my son. In spite of his
profession, Tommy likes to stay in the background. He’s an affable man, but sufficiently shy that
he does not like to draw attention to himself if it is not the time and place. This was Scott’s gig,
not Tommy’s.
Nonetheless, Tommy did not know I had joined the group of die-hard Scott Weiland fans--standing at a fence separating us from the stage---to watch these logistical maneuverings. Holly
had seated herself farther back in the park, some two hundred feet from the stage. After a while
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of tinkering with his bass, Tommy glanced up and spotted me spotting him. With a slight nod of
our heads, we gave each other a silent smile.
Practice makes Perfect
It mayy appear to the average fan that rock bands pretty much wing it with their performances.
They seem so loose about it all. That is rarely the case. Like other musicians, they practice. They
rehearse, both
oth solo and together. Tommy spends a lot of time on this part of his craft. That is one
reason he is so good at what he does.
As well as the musical DNA his father bequeathed him.
him Ha. In truth: I failed “Introduction to the
Tonette” during my fifth grade
grad year.
The Concert
True to the spirit of rock and roll, the sun had set, providing the proper backdrop for the setting.
As the members of the band (sans
(
Scott) came onto the stage, the MC welcomed the gathering
crowd. He thanked all for (once again) attending the (annual) Rockin’ on the River concert. He
then introduced the attraction of the show, Scott Weiland. The people near me,
me those next to the
fence---went
went into a frenzy. If they had been sharks, they would
would have passed for chum-fighters.
chum
Jumping and down, churning-about,
churning about, shouting, waving, laughing; transfixed by the image of Mr.
Weiland walking onto the stage. This rather dispassionate observer was coming to understand the
meaning of the word “fan.”
Without further ado, the band began their concert.
concert. By then, it was dark. The overall scene was
both peaceful (the surrounding river and park) and frenetic (the rock music). Figure 4 shows a
photo Holly made from her seat.
seat As seen to the right, a large crowd was in attendance. I would
estimate around a thousand people.
By the way, sorry for the “quality”
“quality” of this photo. I carry around a pocket camera for taking
pictures. Scott is shown as a white-like
white
apparition in the picture. The audience could easily
discern him from Gasper the Ghost at this distance.
distance. My staff is in need of a professional
photographer. If interested, send your application to I_will_work_for_free.com)

Figure 4. Evening falls as
a concert “goes down.”
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Father of Bass Player!
I stayed next to the stage for most of the concert, positioned before Tommy. Being the shy sort of
parent, I mentioned to the people standing next to me that the bass player was my son. I was an
instantaneous celebrity! It was as if this part of the crowd on the left side of the stage began a
wave and it rapidly cascaded to the right side of the stage. The wave was an intelligent wave,
somehow conveying my claim to virtual fame. The wave immediately returned to my side of the
stage, as if acknowledging my newly-discovered greatness.
After a while, I noticed a little girl, who had been in her dad’s arms up to now, standing on the
ground, looking up to me. I bent down and asked her if she was having a good time. She did not
answer but came back with her own question (quoted verbatim), “Are you famous, too?” That
got laughs from all us groupies.
I responded, “No sweetheart. I am not famous. My son isn’t famous either. The only famous
person on that stage is Mr. Weiland.” Maybe I should have told a fib. She seemed disappointed. I
looked at her dad, who put things in perspective, “Don’t worry. She thinks anyone appearing on
a stage is famous.”
The Performance
I wished I had downloaded Mr.Weiland’s lyrics before I attended his concert. As they say today,
I am severely hearing impaired, aka, half-deaf. Still, I enjoyed the beat of the music and many of
the melodies. I even liked the reverberations going down my spine, courtesy of the 747-sized
speakers a few feet away. I enjoyed watching each performer, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The performers.

I mentioned my searching the Web for information about Scott Weiland revealed his so-called
grunge background. I found his stage presence the polar opposite of the word (which I have
associated with grime or muck). He often glided around smoothly on parts of the stage. His hand
and arm gestures were never jerky, aggressive or erratic. In combination with his leg and hip
movements, the overall effect left me with an image of rock ballet. It was a very pleasant
surprise as I was expecting to be musically assaulted and visually offended. I was neither. I had
seen Tommy and this band work with Scott a couple times before, but not at a concert (on Jay
Leno and Jimmy Kimmel). The concert was pleasantly different from the TV appearances; more
natural, it seemed to me.
Did the concert wean me off Beethoven’s Ninth? No, but as stated, it did nothing to diminish my
admiration for its creators: Scott and the members of his entourage.
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Post Concert
After the show was over, I went searching for Reporterette. It turns out she was in the groupie
section on the other side of the stage. So, I sat down in her chair to wait for one of us find the
other. As I watched the crowd departing, a man came up to me:
- “Your son did a fine job. What’s his name?”
- “Oh…well, thanks…It’s Tom...How did you know….?’
- “I was near you at the fence. I play guitar and bass for a local band. Wish I could have been
on that stage tonight. Tom’s pretty good!”
-“Thank you. I think so but I’m biased and besides, I don’t know much about what they did up
there tonight.”
- “My dad’s close to your age. He’s….”
-“In a time warp? Yeah. My dad could not understand my love of Jerry Lee Lewis. Thanks
again.”
What a fine gesture from this man. He had made it point to stop by and talk with me.
We waited at the fence for the stars to make their
appearances. Tommy was the only band member to
have relatives in attendance, so he was the only one to
come around, as shown Figure 6. A small group of Scott
Weiland fans were there. Acting as proxy, Tommy took
over the signing of autographs. The little girl who had
asked me about my fame was there, along with her
parents. Her father asked, “Sir, would you mind asking
your son if he would give my daughter his autograph?
Figure 6. After the show.

I responded “Sure” and called to my son, who was busy signing autographs and enjoying his
fifteen seconds or so of semi-fame. Tommy came over and struck up a conversation with the girl.
After mutual discovery and admiration, Tommy asked her if she would like his autograph. She
responded by asking if he would sign her balloon. It was floating just above her head. He took
the balloon in his hand and somehow scribbled his name onto the rubber surface.
Tomorrow the balloon would be deflated, leaving a wilted signature, resembling cipher on its
wrinkled surface. Such is fame. Even while it grows, it begins to wilt. But for this evening, that
little girl was an inflated as could be.
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Before signing--off from signing, Tom
was asked too do a special autograph
autograph. A
young woman asked if he would sign her
underwear.. He responded, “Sure!” The
woman’s friends lifted her up to the top
of the fence, where she sat on the steel
mesh (ouch). Several hands became
involved in pulling down her jeans.
jeans The
picture in Figure 7 shows this initial tug,
with Tommy’s pen at the ready. I
wondered if parents were intended to
bear witness to such bare acts, but I let it
ride and snapped this shot just before the
final take-down.
down. I missed the climax as I
Figure 7. Sign here please!
was trying
rying to change my camera setting
to a video shot (as said, I could use the services of a professional photographer). No matter. The
smile on the face of one of the woman’s friends says it all.
What a fine night. Holly and I thought the show was a huge success. The next morning,
Reporterette slept in. I had breakfast with Tommy, another band member, and a member of the
stage crew.
I remarked about how much we had enjoyed the performance. A discussion ensued about the
idea that---being
being in the avid fan section of the spectators ---II did not witness some cat calls and
tossed debris that came from farther back in the audience.
My unstated assessment of this crowd’s behavior was that Scott was not sufficiently grungy. He
was too smooth for his audience. I kept my unprofessional opinion to myself, but it was
confirmed when Tommy told me the other stops on th
this short tour were received with great
acclaim. What was the difference in this crowd to the others on the tour? I am not sure, but
maybe dealing with grungy shipping containers to make a living makes for a grungy disposition.
(With
With that wonderful compliment under my belt, any future travels through these towns on my
way to snow birding will now be done in the cover of night.)
Anyway, a taste for a particular
ticular kind of music is as personal as one’s taste for a friend, a
comrade, a lover, a mate for life. My choice of a friend might seem strange to you. Your choice
of a song might seem weird to me. To each their own.
Cat Stephens. Creedence. Bach. Weiland.
Weiland. Cohen. Mozart. Whatever our tastes may be, a poet put
2
it well when he wrote:

2

William Wordsworth, “The Solitary Reaper.” Secondary source: Leonard Roy Frank, Quotationary, Random
House, New York, 2001, p. 532.
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The music in my heart I bore,
Long after it was heard no more.
Your on the Street Reporter
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